QUALITY YOU CAN SEE FEEL AND TRUST
GALAXY INSTRUCTIONS
1. Select a dry level area and clear the ground of any sharp or dangerous objects.
2. Spread out the floor of the inner tent and peg out the four corners, ensuring that the tent is pulled out firm and square (be careful not to make it too taut). Peg out the
remaining pegging points. The adjustable straps on some of the peg loops should be set approximately in their middle position (not pulled up tight). Adjusting all these
straps up tight may over stress the inner tent and cause some seams to start separating.
3. Assemble all the fibreglass poles and steel poles.
4. The pole sleeves are colour coded to the fibreglass poles. The 2 black poles go diagonally over the middle of the main tent and insert the ends into the plastic fitting. 2
grey poles go through sleeves across the tent at each end. The remaining grey poles go across the middle of the tent in the same direction as the end poles. Insert the
ends into the plastic fittings and clip the tent to the poles. The 2 yellow poles go lengthwise across the middle. Insert the ends into the plastic fittings and clip the tent to
the poles. There should now be a pole through a sleeve at each end of the tent and a square structure in the middle with diagonal poles.
5. You are now ready to erect the middle section of the tent. One end of the steel poles has a plug with a small hole, this is the bottom. With one person at either side of the
tent lift one side of the middle section and insert a steel pole in the plastic fitting, then fit the lower end over the pin attached to the floor of the tent. Repeat the process for
the other side. The middle section of the tent should now be standing.
6. The remaining steel poles can now be fitted using the same process.
7. Attach all tent clips to the upright poles. You are now ready to fit the fly.
8. Position the fly over the tent and align it into place. Tie off the fly around the plastic elbows (below the shock cord) at the top of the poles. Attach the Velcro tabs on the
inside of the fly to the poles. Peg out the fly ensuring an adequate gap between the fly and the inner.
9. Peg out all the guy ropes.
10. Finally, fine tune the fly so it remains firm and positioned correctly over the tent. The adjustment straps at some peg points can be used for small adjustments but make
sure that the tent is not too tight as the tent seams can be damaged
*****REVERSE THESE PROCEDURES TO LOWER THE TENT*****
Packing Instructions:
1. Make sure the inner tent and fly are COMPLETELY DRY and CLEAN before packing away.
2. Fold the fly in half lengthwise and fold the ends in to form a rectangle. Then fold each end into the middle and continue folding until you have a long rectangle approx
80cm wide and 250cm long. The bottom of the fly should be at one end.
3. Fold the sunroom of the inner tent over onto the main tent. Fold the inner tent into quarters lengthwise by folding both sides into the centre, then one half over the other.
4. Lay the fly on top of the inner and tightly roll up the tent (rolling towards the bottom edge of the fly which helps to push the air out)
5. Secure the rolled up tent with the supplied ties.
6. Place in carry bag.
7. Pack the poles and pegs into their separate bags.
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QUALITY YOU CAN SEE FEEL AND TRUST
Awning and Adjustable Pole information:
We have included these features to increase the enjoyment of your camping experience, but there are a few important measures that you must be aware of; failure to do so may
void your warranty:
-

Ensure that adequate poles, guy ropes and pegs are used when erecting the awning, failure to do so may cause accidental damage to the fly and tent.
Should it start to rain, lower the adjustable poles so the fly won’t “pool” with water.
The sides of the tent can be pegged out at an angle without the poles using the guy ropes in the pockets at the bottom edge of the fly.
Each night, lower the adjustable poles sufficiently so if there is any rain you will avoid water “pooling” on the fly. Alternatively lower the awnings completely.
Ensure the pole and adjustment screw are kept free of dirt and debris.

Information for your tent:
- KEEP ALL HEAT AND FLAME SOURCES AWAY FROM YOURTENT,
***NEVER*** use any gas, flame or heat appliances inside your tent.
- The pre-tied guy ropes must be used at all times to help stabilize and help prevent any damage to your tent. YOUR TENT IS NOT COVERED UNDER WARRANTY
FROM WIND AND/OR STORM DAMAGE.
- Your tent must be stored away DRY and CLEAN. It also must be kept in a dry area off the ground to help prevent any moisture build up or mildew.
- When erecting your tent, try to maintain the gap between your fly and the inner of your tent. This will increase ventilation within the tent and help with possible
condensation build up.
- A tarpaulin or shade cloth on the ground under your tent will help protect the floor and keep it clean.
- Where possible, erect your tent under a tarpaulin to help protect it from the elements.
- At the first sign of bird droppings or sap from a tree, clean off straight away using water and a soft cloth only; if left, this can eat away at the fabric of your fly. DO NOT
use cleaning agents or harsh instruments to clean your tent; this may not only affect the waterproofing treatment of the fabric, you may also accidentally damage the tent
which would NOT be covered under the warranty.
- When dismantling the tent, take the extra time to wipe down the powder coated and fibreglass poles along with your pegs. This will help keep them all free of dirt and
debris and help extend their usage.
- If not regularly used, erect the tent every 3 months. This will help in the detection of any damage, mould or mildew that may have been previously undetected (if
accidentally put away damp, or has had moisture build up whilst stored), or any damage that may have been unsighted when last used.
3 YEAR WARRANTY
Our goods come with guarantees that cannot be excluded under the Australian Consumer Law. You are entitled to a replacement or a refund for a major failure and for
compensation for any other reasonably foreseeable loss or damage. You are also entitled to have the goods repaired or replaced if the goods fail to be of acceptable quality and
the failure does not amount to a major failure. This product is guaranteed by Outdoor Connection to be free of faults in material or workmanship for a period of three years from
the purchase date. The product may be repaired or replaced if it is found to be defective within the warranty period. If the product is no longer available and cannot be repaired it
will be replaced with one of an equal or greater value. The guarantee is valid only to the original purchaser on presentation of the original purchase receipt. Any claim,
including the return of the defective merchandise, should be made to the retailer from whom the goods were purchased. Any expenses in returning the goods to the retailer shall
borne by the purchaser. The guarantee does not cover the normal wear and tear of parts nor exposure to the weather. Misuse of or negligent use of the product or any alteration
or repair other than by Outdoor Connection or its agents will void this warranty.
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